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Agenda 

 ACCA Professional Insights (PI) and technology

 Technology impact on finance roles  

̶ Ethics impact
• Headline findings
• Case example (deep-dive): ethical hacking
• Case example (overview): initial coin offerings (ICOs)

̶ Wider impact

 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Automation
• Definitions
• Case example: fraud detection
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Developing the accountancy profession the world needs

 200,000+ members

 180+ countries

 100+ offices
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ACCA professional insights: answering today’s questions, 
preparing us for tomorrow 

 ACCA’s insights work is for everyone interested 
in the future of accountancy

 The ACCA Professional Insights team 
seeks answers to the big questions around 
being an accountant.

 We share our findings in the media, in reports, 
at events and presentations. 

 We have the reach and influence to give a diverse 
global viewpoint on the issues that count
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ACCA professional insights: headline numbers
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ACCA professional insights: where to find us

accaglobal.com/insights

PI App, as at May 2018 

 c.50k users globally

 201 countries

 Average 3 screens per 
session

 Average 3 minutes and 
15 seconds per session

http://accaglobal.com/insights
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PI and technology: part of a wider context (1/2)

2000+ professional accountants, 
C suite execs and experts

300+ workshops

21 cities across 19 countries 

Professional accountants – the future
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• Increased regulation and stronger 
governance

• Digital technologies

• Expectations on the profession

• Globalisation

PI and technology: part of a wider context (2/2)
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PI and Technology

Upcoming: 2018-19

 Inside Business Models of the future
 Emotional Quotient in a digital age
 Machine Learning
 Cybersecurity
 Robotics
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Ethics and trust in a digital age: research considerations

 Ethical considerations that are new/emerging in an 
evolving digital age

Future
looking

 Ethical challenges within specific digital themes and 
real-world situations 

Applied 
understanding 

 Views of professionals around the world

 Survey: Over 10,000 professional accountants (including 
trainees); 500+ C-suite leaders; 150+ countries

 In-depth discussions: 100+ senior finance professionals

Global 
perspective
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Support from organisations

Zambia Institute of 
Chartered Accountants

(ZICA)

International
Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants™
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In the last 12 months, 1 in 5 exposed to an ethical
challenge – directly or indirectly

Observed behaviour that compromised
ethics at their own organisation or a client

Experienced pressure to compromise
their ethical principles
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2 in 5 did NOT report even when directly experienced

Did you report?
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Integrity was cited most frequently as compromised 
principle

Fundamental principle Rank
Integrity 1

Professional behaviour 2

Objectivity 3

Professional competence and due care 4

Confidentiality 5

Rank 1: MOST frequently compromised

Rank 5: LEAST frequently compromised
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Impact of digital on ethics

Strong ethical principles and behaviour will become more important in the 
evolving digital age
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Link between ethics and trust

C-suite executives: accountant’s ethical 
behaviour helps organisation build trust with 
internal and external stakeholders

Respondents within profession: 
ethics helps to build trust
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2 in 3 C-suite executives cite need for improving digital 
readiness of accountants in their organisation
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Fundamental principles remain as relevant as ever

IESBA principles still apply and remain relevant

 Integrity

 Objectivity

 Confidentiality

 Professional competence and due care

 Professional behaviour
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Acting in the public interest

Do accountants themselves believe they act in the public interest?
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How can professional accountants contribute to an 
organisation’s ability to uphold ethics in a digital age?

Upholding my
professional

code of ethics
(80%)

Reporting
inappropriate

ethical
behaviour

(56%)

Embedding
ethical

standards in
day-to-day
procedures

(69%)

Incorporating
ethical

standards into
the strategy or

business
plans (51%)

Other (2%)
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Where is there a perceived need for support?
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Applying an ethical
lens to digital themes
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 Test effectiveness of perimeter security via penetration testing

 Deliberately break through security layers to find points of weakness

Sophisticated 
criminal

Network security 
professional

…would you hire a hacker?

To catch a hacker…

BLACK HAT WHITE HAT

Ethical hackers – who are they?
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 A large company is concerned about potential weaknesses in network security 
giving unauthorised access to sensitive information

 To go beyond traditional security products and routine surveillance the 
company decides to hire an ethical hacker to investigate

Ethical hackers: example A (1/5)
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 Hacker starts investigating the large company to uncover any 
network security and access issues 

 For security when dealing with partner companies, large company system auto 
times-out (partner login expires) after 15 min of inactivity

 To avoid inconvenience, employee at a partner company wrote a simple script 
that sends a ‘fake’ order every 14 min. to large company and then deletes it –
so remaining permanently logged on

 But due to script error fake orders do not always get deleted

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Ethical hackers: example A (2/5)
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 Hacker notices some orders in company network which look fake and starts 
investigating – eventually, the trail appears to lead to the partner company 

 Hacker is able to identify partner company’s User ID and PASSWORD and 
deduces they are source of the fake orders

 Hacker has found a breach and traced it back to its true source and real cause

 But in the process the hacker has accessed the system of a partner company 
without their knowledge or consent

Ethical hackers: example A (3/5)
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Ethical hackers: example A (4/5) 

Did the large company behave in an unethical way?
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 Hacker is responding to an issue faced by the large company that hired 
him. And it is only in doing that job that partner company system was 
accessed

 By restricting checks exclusively to the large company, hacker could not 
have understood what was going on – in a networked world company’s 
systems are not operating in a vacuum

 It is unlikely the partner would have told the large company about this on 
their own, as it is not allowed

Ethical hackers: example A (5/5) 

Some considerations
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Ethical hackers: example B (1/3) 

 An international engineering company hires an ethical hacker who is experienced 
and well qualified. The ethical hacker successfully completes the exercise and 
provides a detailed report highlighting the issues and recommendations for fixing 
them. 

 This includes weaknesses in controls for securing the electronic documentation 
concerning new products, an area of valuable intellectual property (IP) for the 
company. 

 About six months later the sales director, at a trade show sees a competitor firm 
promoting a product identical to one that the director’s company has not yet 
launched. 

 It may be coincidence, but this product was the main focus of development when 
the ethical hacker was employed and spotted the control weaknesses.
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Ethical hackers: example B (2/3)
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Ethical hackers: example B (3/3)

NB: internal auditors would be classified as an accountant in business, but have been included in this page as the focus is on ethical implications linked to nature of 
the task they perform, in this case audit 
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Looking ahead, professional competence and due care is 
emerging as key

IESBA fundamental principles at risk of 
compromise across all digital themes
Fundamental principle Rank

Professional competence and 
due care

1

Objectivity 2

Integrity 3

Professional behaviour 4

Confidentiality 5

Rank 1: MOST frequently compromised

Rank 5: LEAST frequently compromised
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Applying an ethical
lens to digital themes
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Considerations for the accountancy firm

Business model for accountancy firms: possible implications?
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6 imperatives for leaders
Align the strategy

Appreciate the 
value of data

Manage the 
organisational 
impact of 
technology 
change

Focus on talent 
and skills

Assess the 
impact of 
technology on 
governance and 
risk management

Build the 
business case
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Artificial 
Intelligence
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Robotic Process 
Automation
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Case example: fraud detection in a bank (1/4)

 A bank has transitioned to using algorithms to identify fraud, automatically scoring each 
customer and transaction, and creating alerts based on score peaks above a threshold. 
The algorithm uses a wide range of data inputs that vary over time.

 It uses machine learning by taking data inputs from known fraud cases, as they occur, to 
change the balance of input importance and weighting. Every week the live scoring model 
gets updated on the basis of the latest algorithm. 

 In one particular week there was an unusual surge in the use of stolen cards in a specific 
city. As a result the model becomes highly sensitive to transactions in this location and 
20% of transactions are blocked on the incorrect assumption of being fraudulent.

This incident occurs at a weekend, and affects a large number of customers. It creates 
significant frustration for these customers, an overload of inbound calls to customer 

services, negative social media, and criticism in newspapers.
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Case example: fraud detection in a bank (2/4)
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Case example: fraud detection in a bank (3/4)

NB: internal auditors would be classified as an accountant in business, but have been included in this page as the focus is on ethical implications linked to nature of 
the task they perform, in this case audit 
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Case example: fraud detection in a bank (4/4)
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Final takeaways – ethics and technology

Strong ethical principles and behaviour will become more important in  digital age, and ethical 
behaviour will be an important enabler to build trust

IESBA principles still apply and remain relevant

Looking ahead, action points for professional accountants as they navigate ethical challenges in the 
digital age:

Build knowledge of emerging technologies and digital issues

Combine process control with a strategic view

Evaluate mechanisms for reporting unethical behaviour
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Thank you
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